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As a digital marketing trainer, I'm passionate about helping
businesses and websites increase their search visibility and traffic
through effective SEO strategies.
In my training sessions, I frequently get asked - what are the must-
have SEO elements to implement today in a WordPress website?

Many get overwhelmed looking through outdated recommendations.

So I've compiled tips in the form of notes to cut through the noise

and highlight the core essential SEO elements for WordPress

websites as of 2024 based on the latest insights, data, and my own

experience in the field.

Whether you are a website owner, blogger, or agency managing
multiple WordPress sites, these notes share the key steps you

need to take. Focus on these 5 must-have SEO elements this year to

boost your WordPress site's organic search rankings and traffic.

It's my goal to equip you with actionable tips to make tangible

improvements to your website's SEO success. 

Feel free to reach out with any other questions! 📧

My Gift to You: WordPress SEO Notes for
Search Domination in 2024

important tip
With strategic optimization, you

can gain prime real estate in 2024

search results and significantly

boost WordPress site traffic and

visibility.



Implementing core SEO
elements on your WordPress site
this year is crucial for search
rankings and growth. 
These notes cover 5 must-have
elements:

Optimize Title Tags

Craft Meta Descriptions

1.

2.

3. Add ALT Text to Images

Getting your page to rank in the featured
snippet result can drive huge traffic, as it

appears prominently at the top of search listings.
Make sure to analyze competitor sites appearing

in featured snippets to learn what is working 
for your industry.

Publish High-Quality Content

Optimize Site Speed5.

4.



For A WordPress Website
5 MUST-HAVES SEO ELEMENTS

Optimize Title Tags
The title tag is the most important on-page SEO element,
appearing in search results as the clickable headline. 
Titles should be:

50-60 characters long
Keyword rich where appropriate - research keywords
using Google Ads, trends, and competitor analysis.
Unique and compelling - give searchers a reason to
click.

1.

For example:
"Home" is a poor title, whereas "Beginner's Guide to

Backpacking in Rocky Mountain National Park" is

descriptive and targeted. 

Use a plugin like Yoast SEO for optimizing titles.



For A WordPress Website
5 MUST-HAVES SEO ELEMENTS

Craft Meta Descriptions
Meta descriptions summarize page content in the search
snippet under the title. Effective meta descriptions
improve click-through rates by 4.5% according to Search
Engine Journal.
To optimize them:

Keep around 155-160 characters
Incorporate keywords naturally
Write compelling copy enticing searchers

2.

For example:
Instead of "This is a page about cooking", write "Learn

easy home cooking tips including meal prep ideas, kitchen

organization, and simple family dinner recipes from our

experts."



For A WordPress Website
5 MUST-HAVES SEO ELEMENTS

Add ALT Text to Images
ALT text attributes describe images for SEO and
accessibility. 

To optimize:
Accurately summarize the image content
Incorporate target keyword if relevant
Use 125 characters or less

3.

Important tip
Plugins like Alt Text can auto-generate ALT text. Don't

leave images without ALT text.



For A WordPress Website
5 MUST-HAVES SEO ELEMENTS

Publish High-Quality Content
According to Backlinko, content over 2,000 words ranks
higher on average. Create useful, engaging content
optimized for both readers and search engines.

Tips:
Target keywords appropriately
Include keywords in headings and text naturally
Help search engines understand topics with headings
Update and add new content regularly

4.

Important tip
Targeting under-optimized long-tail keywords allows you

to rank faster and satisfy precise searcher needs - leading

to higher WordPress traffic, lower bounce rates, and

increased audience engagement.



For A WordPress Website
5 MUST-HAVES SEO ELEMENTS

Optimize Site Speed
Faster sites have higher user engagement and rankings.
Tools like Google PageSpeed Insights measure
performance.

Boost speed with:
Compressing images
Caching
Minimizing plugins
Upgrading hosting

5.

Important tip
Aim for a PageSpeed score over 90 on mobile. Slow sites

with under 3 seconds of load time see over 50% user

abandonment.



FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

Not using SEO best practices leads to lower rankings, less organic traffic, and an
inability to compete with other sites targeting your keywords.

No. Keyword stuffing is seen as over-optimization by search engines today and
can hurt rankings. Focus on high-quality content using keywords naturally.

Yes, plugins like Yoast SEO make implementing proper technical SEO much easier.
They help create SEO-friendly titles, meta data, sitemaps and more.

155-160 characters is best for meta descriptions. This concise length captures the
essence of the content effectively for searchers.

Ideally, create 1-2 new posts or content each week. Updating your site regularly
signals to search engines that your site is active and worth ranking.

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF NOT OPTIMIZING FOR SEO?

DOES KEYWORD STUFFING HELP SEO?

SHOULD I USE SEO PLUGINS FOR WORDPRESS?

WHAT IS THE IDEAL META DESCRIPTION LENGTH?

HOW OFTEN SHOULD I UPDATE WORDPRESS CONTENT?



T O O L S  L I S T
Y O U R  G O  T O

WORKBOOKMADHURA CHAUDHURI

RANK MATH IS A SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION PLUGIN FOR

WORDPRESS THAT MAKES IT EASY
FOR ANYONE TO OPTIMIZE THEIR

CONTENT WITH BUILT-IN
SUGGESTIONS

SEOPRESS IS A FREEMIUM
WORDPRESS SEO PLUGIN. MANAGE

YOUR TITLES,  OPEN GRAPH, AND
TWITTER CARDS, BUILD YOUR XML

SITEMAP, WOOCOMMERCE AND
LOCAL SEO

IS AN AI-POWERED, ALL-IN-ONE
SEO SUITE THAT TAKES THE

GUESSWORK OUT OF SEARCH
ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

ALL IN ONE SEO IS THE BEST
WORDPRESS SEO PLUGIN. IT HELPS

YOU OPTIMIZE YOUR SITE FOR
SEARCH ENGINES & WORKS
STRAIGHT OUT OF THE BOX. 

IS THE ONLY WORDPRESS PLUGIN
THAT CAN INTELLIGENTLY

GENERATE CRITICAL SEO META
TAGS BY READING YOUR

WORDPRESS ENVIRONMENT. 

GIVES YOU THE CONTROL OVER ALL
YOUR SEO OPTIMIZATION. BULK

SEO CONTENT AND IMAGE SEO, ON
PAGE CONTENT CHECK, 404 AND

REDIRECT.

RANK MATH

SEOPRESS

SQUIRRLY SEO

ALL IN ONE SEO

THE SEO FRAMEWORK

WP META SEO



ON-PAGE SEO
TEMPLATE

My target keyword for this page is: ______1. My target keyword for this page is: ______
2. Add your target keyword to your page’s URL. For example
mywebsite.com/my-keyword or mywebsite.com/my-keyword-guide
Why It’s Important: Google uses the terms in your URL to understand what
your page is all about. 
3. Use your keyword once at the top of your page (ideally in the first 50-100
words).
Why It’s Important: Search engines put more weight on terms that appear in
prominent places on your page (like at the top).
4. Use your keyword in your page’s title tag. 
Why It’s Important: From a Google SEO point of view, your title tag is the
most important place to include your keyword.
5. Use your keyword in an H1 and H2 Subheader.
Why It’s Important: This emphasizes to Google that your page is focused on
that keyword and topic. H tags aren’t a huge deal for rankings. But every little
bit helps. 
6. Use keyword-rich image filenames and alt text. 
Why It’s Important: Google uses images to understand the content of your
page. And descriptive file names and alt text help them understand what
your page is all about.
7. Add internal links to other pages on your site. I recommend including at
least 5 internal links per page. 
Why It’s Important: Internal links can help Google find, crawl, and index
more pages on your site (and help them rank higher in the search results). 
8. Add external links to other helpful websites and resources. 
Why It’s Important: External linking to related pages helps Google figure out
your page's topic. So I recommend adding lots of external links to pages that
will help your users learn more about something that you cover on your page.
9. Use synonyms and related terms. 
Why It’s Important: In other words: include variations of your target keyword
on your page. For example, if your main keyword is “kettlebell workout”, use
variations like “kettlebell exercises” and “easy kettlebell movements”.



ON-PAGE SEO
TEMPLATE

My target keyword for this page is: ______10. Write an enticing meta description.
Why It’s Important: Although using keywords in your meta description isn’t
a ranking factor anymore, organic click-through rate is. And when Google
searchers see a compelling meta description in the organic search results,
they’re more likely to click on your site.
11. Make your site work with mobile devices. 
Why It’s Important: In other words, your site should be mobile-optimized for
Google users and search engine crawlers. Google’s index is now “mobile-
first”, which makes mobile usability an absolute must for SEO.
12. Use structured data. 
Why It’s Important: Structured data (Schema) can help your site feature
“Rich Snippets” in the search results.
13. Match search intent. Double-check that your page is a 1:1 match for
search intent. The best way to do that? Check out Google’s first page for that
keyword. If they’re all a specific type of page (like a list post or ecommerce
product page), you want your page to be in-line with what’s already ranking.
Why It’s Important: If your page doesn’t satisfy search intent, your page
most likely will not rank for that keyword (even if you have lots of backlinks).
It’s that important.
14. Decrease bounce rate. In other words: make your content “sticky” so that
Google users stay on your page...and don’t bounce back to the search results. 
Why It’s Important: Bounce rate probably isn’t a direct Google ranking
factor. But it might be. Especially if that bounce leads to “pogosticking”.
15. Write a title tag that’s keyword-optimized and engineered for clicks. The
best way to do this is to think of what you would want to click on if you were
searching for your target keyword.
Why It’s Important: As I mentioned back in item #10 from this list, a high
CTR can boost your rankings. And your title tag is a BIG factor in what
people use to decide what to click on.

That’s it for this on-page SEO template. 
-Madhura Chaudhuri
digimaddy.com

https://backlinko.com/hub/seo/organic-ctr
https://developers.google.com/search/mobile-sites/mobile-first-indexing
https://developers.google.com/search/mobile-sites/mobile-first-indexing
https://backlinko.com/hub/seo/snippets
https://backlinko.com/hub/seo/search-intent
https://backlinko.com/hub/seo/pogosticking
https://backlinko.com/google-ctr-stats
https://backlinko.com/google-ctr-stats


As an experienced WordPress and SEO consultant, I offer the following
services to help you optimize and grow your website:

SEO Mentoring: My 1:1 customized mentoring program provides
ongoing coaching and guidance to implement effective SEO strategies

tailored to your site and goals.
WordPress Website Audits: I perform in-depth audits of existing

WordPress sites to identify opportunities and issues impacting SEO,
speed, and user experience. You receive actionable recommendations to

increase organic search performance.
Digital Marketing Consulting: From technical SEO to content strategy

and link building, I consult on the full range of digital marketing
activities required for WordPress search dominance and visibility.

Search engine optimization is more
important than ever for WordPress sites to
get found online. 
With over 58% of website traffic coming
from organic search, SEO has a major impact
on your site's visibility and traffic. 
By 2024, the SEO industry is projected to be
worth over $80 billion worldwide.

Do You Need More Help?
Schedule a Call

Thank you!

https://digimaddy.com/
mailto:hello@digimaddy.com
https://www.instagram.com/digimaddy2013/

